
• What I hope to convey to you is that rare earths are uniquely required for high performance 
magnets.



• First a quick introduction to Arnold – the company I’ve worked for since 1992.

• Arnold’s history in magnetics and magnetic materials extends back to 1895 and has 
included almost every commercially supplied permanent and soft magnetic product.

• Today Arnold is focused on: SmCo, Alnico and bonded permanent magnets; precision thin 
metals – both magnetic and non-magnetic; magnetic assemblies for motors, magnetic 
levitation, sensing and separation technologies; and most recently we have responded to 
customer requests to develop and supply ultra-high performance permanent magnet motors 
for select applications.



• Let’s start by answering this question: What makes rare earth elements so special?



• The rare earth elements consist of the 15 lanthanide elements (lanthanum to lutetium) plus 
yttrium and scandium.

• Yttrium and scandium are directly above lanthanum in the periodic table and have chemical 
properties that are very similar to the lanthanides – that is why they are usually included 
with them.

• Note cesium and barium precede lanthanum in row 6 of the periodic table and that hafnium, 
element number 72, continues row 6 right after lutetium, the lanthanide with the highest 
atomic number, 71.

• Note too, row 4 of the table which contains the transition elements including iron, cobalt 
and nickel.  We’ll be making some comparison between the two groups of elements in later 
slides.



• Rare earth elements (REEs) have considerable chemical similarities thus making them 
difficult to separate from each other.

• That is one reason they were late in being discovered, isolated and incorporated in alloys 
and compounds.

• In this table from Volker Zepf, we see that some separated materials were found to comprise 
multiple elements and required further separation.

• The last stable rare earth element, lutetium, was separated in 1905-7.

• Promethium is a highly unstable and far more rare element and was not identified until 
1945-7.

• It is my contention that REEs  should be considered “modern materials” as their 
commercial use was not common until the late 1950s.



• The commercial production of rare earth elements (quantities expressed as oxides) was 
small until the 1950s and has grown rapidly since then with the discovery of more uses and 
expansion of existing ones.



• Since this talk is focused on the use of REEs in the field of magnetism, the first issue we 
should deal with is why REEs are so important.

• We will start with a very basic introduction to (electro)magnetism.

• Electrons flowing in a conductor generate a magnetic field around the conductor as shown 
by the alignment of these compasses in proximity to the current-carrying wire.

• Summary: moving electrons generate magnetic fields!



• Atoms of a material consist of numerous entities including protons, neutrons, mesons, 
gluons, etc. - and electrons.

• Electrons exist in spatial orbit around the nucleus.  The exact positions are beyond our 
ability to detect, but quantum mechanics allows us (or capable physicists) to calculate a 
probability of a location.  These probability fields have unusual shapes as shown by a few 
illustrations at the bottom left of the slide.

• For simplicity, we will use the illustration to the right which shows a nucleus at the center 
surrounded by groups of rings.  

• Each group, or “shell”, has a name, a letter, starting with “K” and continuing with L, M, N, 
O, P, etc.

• Each shell is also assigned a principle quantum number starting with 1 for the K shell, 2 for 
the L shell, etc.

• Within each shell are sub-shells, called orbitals, designated by the letters s, p, d, and f (all 
lower case letters).

• Each orbital can contain a fixed maximum number of electrons.  The s orbital can contain 2, 
p can contain 6, d contains up to 10 and f contains up to 14.

• Electrons have “spin” designated as positive or negative and represented here by either an 
upward pointing arrow or downward pointing arrow.



• This is an illustration of the electron arrangement for the element zinc.

• Note there are two electrons in the 1s orbital, the maximum possible number, and that one 
arrow is pointing up and one down.

• In other orbitals where there is a small “o” under an arrow, it indicates there is an absence 
of an electron resulting in a “spin imbalance”.

• Where ever there is a spin imbalance, there is a net magnetic field created by the moving 
electron that is not “balanced” by one of opposite spin.

• The magnitude of the field can be calculated and is called the magneton – actually it is the 
Bohr magneton named in honor of Niels Bohr, one of the founders of quantum mechanics.

• Thus, the greater the number of spin imbalances, indicated in the right-most column, the 
greater the net magnetic field generated by the material.

• However, neither chromium nor manganese, for example, exhibit natural ferromagnetism.  
Why is that?



• Materials exist as collections of atoms – usually in a crystalline form.

• The proximity of one atom to another causes an interaction of the electrons of each atom.

• Heisenberg, using the quantum theory, in 1928 explained that as atoms with partially filled 
electronic shells at large distances from each other move closer to one another their shells 
begin to overlap and quantum mechanical exchange forces arise between the incomplete 
shells.  The corresponding energy appears in the mathematical formulation as an “exchange 
integral”.

• When the exchange energy is positive, as it is for Fe, Co and Ni, ferromagnetic properties 
are exhibited.  This occurs when the atomic spacing (a) is about 3-4 times the radius of the 
incomplete shell (r).

• Additionally, some combinations of otherwise weak magnetic materials have strong 
magnetic characteristics.  Examples are MnAlC and MnBi.  Alloying modifies the atomic 
spacing between adjacent manganese atoms changing the exchange interaction for 
manganese, moving it from a negative value to positive and causing the material to exhibit 
ferromagnetism.

• Conversely, when iron transforms into a FCC crystal structure, interatomic distances cause 
it (gamma Fe) to become anti-ferromagnetic.

• Metallic gadolinium, a rare earth element, exhibits natural ferromagnetism.



• As we move to higher atomic numbers, electrons are added according to certain rules.

• These include: Hund’s 3 rules, the Pauli exclusion principle, and the Aufbau principle 
(Madelung energy ordering rule) which incorporates Hund’s and Pauli’s rules.

• Simply stated, the electron arrangement that results in the lowest atomic potential energy is 
created first.

• This means, for many elements, adding electrons to some of the outer orbitals prior to 
filling the inner orbitals.



• The rare earth elements owe their magnetic properties to the 4f electrons. Unpaired 
electrons increase to a maximum of 7+1 for gadolinium, the only rare earth to exhibit 
natural ferromagnetic behavior.

• “In solid-state physics, the valence band and conduction band are the bands closest to the 
Fermi level and thus determine the electrical conductivity of the solid. The valence band is 
the highest range of electron energies in which electrons are normally present at absolute 
zero temperature, while the conduction band is the lowest range of vacant electronic states. 
On a graph of the electronic band structure of a material, the valence band is located below 
the Fermi level, while the conduction band is located above it. This distinction is 
meaningless in metals as the highest band is partially filled, taking on the properties of both 
the valence and conduction bands.”

From https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Valence_and_conduction_bands



• An interesting aberration of the lanthanide series resides in the progression of the radii of 
the atoms.

• Cref. “lanthanide contraction”:  “The effect results from poor shielding of nuclear charge 
(nuclear attractive force on electrons) by 4f electrons; the 6s electrons are drawn towards 
the nucleus, thus resulting in a smaller atomic radius.”

• Thus, as electrons are added to the 4f orbital, increased shielding of the nuclear force allows 
the 5p and 6s electrons to expand, partially offsetting the natural reduction in radius that 
would otherwise occur.

• If the elements from hafnium and greater atomic number are shifted to the left in the chart 
on this slide, we see their radii would then fit into the natural progression of radii.

• A similar, but smaller effect is noted in the 3d transition metals which include Fe, Co, and 
Ni.



• When rare earth elements are combined with the 3d transition elements, especially iron and 
cobalt, the result is a number of ferromagnetic alloys.

• The most powerful magnet materials are, in order of discovery and commercialization: 
SmCo 1:5, SmCo 2:17, NdFeB and SmFeN.

• Since SmFeN is only available in powder form suitable for bonded magnets, it’s magnet 
strength is severely diluted by the non-magnetic binder.

• Between SmCo 1:5 and SmCo 2:17, the more powerful is SmCo 2:17.

• The two rare earth magnets of most commercial importance are therefore, SmCo 2:17 and 
NdFeB.

• It is these materials that permit very small devices and very powerful ones.



• Some of the more conventional commercial small-magnet applications are shown here.

• For example, the “ear bud“ magnet is approximately 0.2 gram per ear bud.  At a production 
quantity of 200,000,000 units, total mass is about 40 tons of magnets.

• While this may seem like a lot, several magnet companies can produce over 5,000 tons per 
year – 40 tons is inconsequential.

• Due to the small size of these devices, use of magnets other than rare earth magnets is not 
feasible.



• If you imagine a hearing aid fitting within the ear channel, size of the sound generating 
device (“acoustic generator”) becomes almost unimaginably small.



• Cell phones can be set to “vibrate mode” – as I trust yours are now.

• The vibration is generated by an eccentric cam on a motor – a motor containing a small 
permanent magnet.

• Cell phone sales in 2013 were 1.8 billion with 1 billion of them being smart phones.

• Each phone has at least one speaker and a vibrator both using rare earth (NdFeB) magnets.

• That’s a lot of magnets.  But they are very small so tonnage is limited.

• Point: these are only possible, at this small size, by using rare earth magnets.



• Numerous small commercial motors are produced, such as this one.

• They are used for micro-tools and micro-motion.

• Some are used in toys such as small cars and trains to provide motive force.



• An example is shown here of a motor for medical applications.



• One small device is the stepper motor used to align pointers on gauges in the instrument 
cluster of cars, trucks, boats, and other transportation vehicles.

• Some of these use ferrite magnets, but most utilize the superior strength of rare earth 
magnets to provide fast and reliable gauging.

• Quantities are high, but the size of the magnet is small – minimizing total tonnage.



• As with most product situations, if an alternative technology exists, selection of device will 
be made based on a number of factors, such as performance, cost and availability.

• One small motor technology does not use copper wire, a steel flux guide or a magnet.  This 
device is based on piezoelectric properties of the motor components that cause physical 
motion with the direct application of electric potential (voltage).



• Rare earth magnets are enabling materials.

• In addition to enabling very small devices, rare earth magnets are useful, even necessary, in 
some large and powerful applications.



• Examples shown here range from large (MRIs) to very power-dense (electric turbo).

• One example, the aerospace generator (bottom right), is limited in size and weight, but 
requires high power output.  Typical designs utilize SmCo magnets, thin gauge lamination 
steel and high temperature wire insulation.  They are sealed devices and run-temperatures 
can approach 220 °C.

• Another power dense application is the newly developed electric turbo drive (e-Turbo) 
which uses an ultra-high performance motor to temporarily power a turbo boost on car and 
truck engines.  Standard systems are powered off exhaust gases.  When acceleration is 
suddenly demanded, there is not enough exhaust gas pressure to provide the turbo boost.  
This momentary lag is mitigated with a fast starting, high power output electric motor.

• Let’s examine some more large and powerful applications.



• The first electric motor powered (USA) navy vessel dates back to ~1911, so the concept is 
not new.



• For the past few years, design and construction has taken place on the US Navy’s Zumwalt 
destroyer which is driven by an “advanced induction motor” – no permanent magnets.



• However, Ohio Class replacement submarines will use electric motor drives.

• Unlike these earlier electric motor driven submarines, newer technologies have greatly 
improved performance and efficiency.

• The low noise signature is a compelling reason to pursue electric drive technology.



• One of the possible drive motors is shown here.

• DRS specializes in large motor systems.



• An intermediate size motor is available from DRS for hybrid ship drive systems.

• Both this and the previous motor are dependent upon rare earth magnets.



• In an earlier presentation, we learned about wind power as a renewable, “green” technology 
for producing electricity.

• The number of and size of installations continues to grow.



• Current commercial scale power generating systems are large!

• As size increases, alternate technologies, such as the one illustrated on the right – a 
superconducting generator – may be necessary.



• Larger capacity is more efficient to install and operate – this is especially true for off-shore 
installations.

• Why move from an induction generator to permanent magnet (PM) generator?  Smaller 
size, lower weight, reduced or eliminated gear box, larger power output potential...



• ...and lower maintenance.

• Permanent magnet generators permit reducing the gear box to 2-stage (from 3) or 
eliminating it altogether in direct drive generators.



• The largest generators have been designed for use off-shore.

• Of the current top ten generators, 8 are PM type.

• The largest to-date is the MHI-Vestas 8.0 MW generator.



• Numerous companies are developing, testing and installing power generating facilities that 
depend on tidal current or wave motion.

• Water is far more dense than air, so higher output capacity is possible with smaller swept-
area devices.

• The Atlantis AK1000 is pictured here prior to installation and now testing is completed.

• SeaGen is a product of MCT which is now a wholly owned subsidiary of Siemens.



• The first Atlantis Resources 1.5 MW generator is scheduled for delivery at the end of 2015.

• As noted, it was designed by Lockheed-Martin.



• In addition to the previously shown “propeller-type” generator, numerous other methods 
have and are being investigated to use movement of water to power electric generators 
including long undulating segments and bobbing buoys.

• These technologies are still immature, but likely to utilize rare earth permanent magnets 
due to the slow movement of wave motion.



• Magnetic Resonance Imaging or MRI is a well-developed technology using interaction 
between a strong, static magnetic field and a modulating frequency wave generator.  The 
combination of fields act differently on the human body depending on tissue type and 
density.

• The static magnetic field can be generated by permanent magnet, by a superconducting coil 
or by a conventional resistive coil.

• Size of the magnet structure depends on whether the scanner if “full-body” or designed to 
look at smaller sections of the body, such as an arm or leg.

• Early superconducting structures were shaped like a solenoid – a hollow cylinder.  Sliding 
into the cylinder has caused claustrophobia and anxiety.

• To avoid these negative effects, newer designs are of the open type as in the second and 
third illustration on the slide.

• When permanent magnets are used, the most powerful permanent magnet possible is 
utilized.  Magnet weight in the full body scanner can be 3 tons or more and is constructed of 
numerous large blocks of magnet, precision ground for close assembly and then “tuned” to 
provide a precisely uniform field.



• The maximum field strength in the opening of the MRI from strong NdFeB permanent 
magnets is about 0.7 Tesla (7,000 Gauss).

• Superconducting MRIs can produce fields 5 or more times stronger resulting in stronger 
signal output and clearer images.

• The cost of operating a superconducting MRI is higher than a PM type.

• However, the field of the PM can not be turned off and represents a danger during 
installation, use and transportation.

• The trend appears to be away from price-volatile NdFeB and to high-performing 
superconducting MRIs.



• Directional drilling utilizes one or more PM motors to drive the drill bit and force it in the 
desired direction.

• Directional drilling is the technology behind “Unconventional well drilling” also called 
high volume hydro-fracking – or just plain “fracking”.



• Directional drilling can and is being used for more than oil & gas drilling.

• It aids installation of utilities by avoiding obstacles – drilling under roads, under stream 
beds, under or around urban underground structures including previously installed utility 
services, and to avoid disturbing established lawns, trees, driveways, etc.




